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Global push to disrupt traditional model gets underway 
 
Online rights portals including David Frank’s TRX are making a major global push to disrupt the traditional 
distribution landscape. 
 

TRX, French state-backed Widenn and UK/Australian firm EasyTrack all had a 
noticeable presence at last week’s MIPCOM. 
 
TRX, which has raised £11m from backers including Edge investments, Sky Ventures and the Channel 4 Growth 
Fund, came out of beta mode at the market. 
David and Matthew Frank’s two-year-old business enables buyers, which include broadcasters and 
distributors, to purchase finished programmes online, providing “immediate timesaving” to both buyers and 
sellers. 
 
The secondary rights-focused service hosts the entire catalogues of Sky Vision and BBC Worldwide, and will be 
pitching to sign up US studios before Christmas. 
TRX executive chairman David Frank told Broadcast: “If we can get one or more of the big studios to sign up, 
that will become a real rain-maker for us in the way that BBCW should do in the UK.” 
 

”There is no way that in five years’ time transactions will continue in the way they are done now” 
David Frank, TRX 

 
TRX is distinct from previous online rights initiatives in providing instant availability updates for programming 
and being able to complete transactions online. 
 
“It’s expensive to build software that is able to handle sophisticated transactions in great volumes – the bulk of 
the £11m is spent on tech development,” said Frank. 
 
TRX makes money by taking transaction fees on the headline value of a deal. In any sale, the platform will take 
3-9%, depending on the seller. 
 
The service will also launch a feature film initiative in the new year, allowing rights holders to sell films in the 
secondary market through TRX. 
 
“My hope is that TRX will become the main global exchange for dealing with all content and audio-visual rights 
of any form – live events, music, branded content and films,” said Frank. 
 
Frank is also “not ruling out” involvement in co-productions and pre-sales further down the line, though it is 
not an immediate priority. 
 
“There is no way that in five years’ time, transactions will continue in the way they are done now,” he said. 
“My vision is that, by then, every poster at Mip will have a clickthrough QR code in which a buyer can instantly 
check the availability of a show.” 
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Complementary service 
The former RDF Media and Zodiak boss noted that TRX does not pose a threat to distributors and sales agents, 
but rather is complementary to the sales community. 
 
“We are just a machine that says: ‘You have three offers on the table and they are slightly different in rights 
configurations,’” he said. 
 
“You still need a sales exec who understands the market and knows what the right value they should be 
getting from that market is. We are not replacing those people.” 
 
While TRX focuses on finished programmes from kids’ shows to premium drama, French online rights portal 
Widenn will concentrate on formats. 
 
Founder Hugo Brisbois echoed Frank’s position of wanting to disrupt the distribution business, but isn’t 
positioning itself as a likefor- like competitor. He said: “The idea is for distributors to have a new kind of 
support to make [their operations] more fluid.” 
 
The company has a growing slate of 45 formats from France, Turkey, South Korea and the UK, including French 
factual entertainment format Restyle Your Parents and The Connected Set’s The Brain. 
 
It has also struck deals to represent shows from UK indies, such as Big 
Family Cooking Showdown indie Voltage TV. 
 
The service allows sellers to upload videos of their formats to the 
service, which they can promote through dedicated campaigns in 
targeted territories. 
 
Buyers, which include the likes of German channel 
operator ProSiebenSat.1 and Brazilian freeto- air broadcaster Globo, 
can then make offers to rights owners directly, with negotiations 
taking place on the platform. However, buyers can’t make transactions on the service. 
 
Widenn, which is backed by a French state investment fund, will soon launch a seed investment round, with 
hopes of raising up to ¤1m (£890,000). Online dealmaking, in the style of TRX, will be the next step, said 
Brisbois. 
 
“We are focused on unscripted formats, but the idea is to expand into scripted after we have gathered enough 
unscripted content,” he added. 
 

Elsewhere, several distributors, including kids’ company Cake Entertainment, 
film and documentary distributor Kaleidoscope and Raydar Media, have signed 
up to EasyTrack, which was launched in 2008 and is run by Foxtel acquisitions 
boss Alison Baker. 
 
The company, which counts Endemol Shine, Banijay and Passion Distribution as 
clients, allows producers and distributors to track rights, sales, acquisitions and 
reporting on the service. 
 


